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The field of structural biology, whose aim is to elucidate the molecular and atomic
structures of biological macromolecules, has long been at the forefront of
biomedical sciences in adopting and developing computational research methods.
Operating at the intersection between biophysics, biochemistry and molecular
biology, structural biology’s growth into a foundational framework on which many
concepts and findings of molecular biology are interpreted1 has depended largely on
parallel advancements in computational tools and techniques. Without these
computing advances, modern structural biology would likely have remained an
exclusive pursuit practiced by few, and not become the widely practiced,
foundational field it is today. As other areas of biomedical research increasingly
embrace research computing techniques, the successes, failures and lessons of
structural biology computing can serve as a useful guide to progress in other
biomedically related research fields.

Evolution from restrictive to accessible
Since their founding in the first half of the 20th century, the three major
complementary experimental techniques of structural biology, X-ray
crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron microscopy (EM),
have each experienced profound transformations, not only in capabilities and
capacity, but also in accessibility. While it is expected that scientific techniques
improve and become more widely utilized as they develop and mature, the
magnitude and scope of changes experienced by structural biology techniques has
led to a fundamental change not only in the ‘how’ of structural biology research, but
also the ‘who’.
Improvement in experimental hardware – synchrotron X-ray sources, high-field
NMRs and high-voltage EMs – deserve much credit for increased capability and
productivity. However, the most profound effects for democratizing and opening
structural biology research to a wider, less specialized user base are attributable
largely to advances in structural biology computing tools and techniques. Perhaps
no better example of this transformation from restrictive to accessible can be found
than X-ray crystallography.
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Once a highly technical, abstruse and time-consuming process, X-ray
crystallography is now an accessible and practical experimental technique routinely
performed by scientists from disparate backgrounds and training.
In the 1930s, 40s and 50s, the pioneers of X-ray crystallography solved protein
structures by recording X-ray diffraction patterns on sheets of photographic film,
performed difficult Fourier and inverse-space calculations by hand2 or using early
rudimentary computers, traced electron densities on stacks of acetate overlays and
visualized models using handmade sculptures of wood and wire. The collecting and
processing of diffraction data was technically demanding, difficult and slow.
Today, X-ray diffraction is collected digitally by advanced ‘direct’ detectors3 and
entire computational structure determination workflows, from data collection to
processing, phasing, model building, refinement, validation and visualization, can be
performed in a few hours on a standard laptop computer by scientists with little
formal structural biology training.
______________BEGIN_SIDEBAR________________
Early X-ray crystallographers referred to attaining the 3D coordinates of a protein
as “solving” the structure, reflecting their perception of the process as a kind of
intricate scientific puzzle of many parts. Today, the preferred terminology is
“structure determination” denoting the more prescribed and rigorous methods
typically employed.
_____________END_SIDEBAR_______________
Similarly, NMR has become both more capable and accessible due largely to
developments in computing. Biomolecular NMR spectroscopy can be used to
determine the 3D structure, dynamics and interactions of proteins, nucleic acids and
other macromolecules. Structure determination in NMR involves multiple
experimental data collection, processing and analysis steps and depends on
computing at every stage, including converting raw data into interpretable spectra,
assigning chemical shifts, computing dipolar couplings and calculating structure
from restraints.
Possibly due to the greater variety of experiment types and endpoints, or the more
constrained availability of high-field spectrometers, biomolecular NMR has not yet
achieved the widespread level of adoption and ease-of-use advancements of X-ray
crystallography. Significant strides have been made however, in the computational
automation or semi-automation of tedious and time-consuming steps such as
resonance assignment and calculation of restraints4-6. This has resulted in greater
efficiency and productivity for expert users as well as lowered barriers to entry for
users with more general biology backgrounds.
EM has likewise experienced significant progresses enabled by parallel
advancements in computing. Structural biologists have utilized EM from its
beginnings in the 1930s. Only since the development of cryoEM techniques in the
1980s7 however, has high-resolution imaging of biomacromolecules become
possible. State-of-the-art recent advances have pushed cryoEM structures to
resolutions approaching that of X-ray crystallography8,9.
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These EM techniques require large-scale computing resources for the storage,
processing and reconstruction of millions of individual particle images into a highresolution 3D model. Though recently developed and still rapidly evolving, advances
in cryoEM software, processing and automation methods have greatly expanded the
practical reach of the technique. Software for creating image processing workflows
and exploiting parallel processing resources have also reduced the computational
expertise required of those making use of EM to attain structure information.

Advancement through collaboration and competition
Much of the progress in capability, productivity and accessibility in structural
biology computing can be ascribed to advancements in software. Software is the
mean by which scientists harness the power of computing. The open exchange and
availability of structural biology software through collaborative efforts enhances
productive competition. Facilitated competition through collaboration has been a
major driving force for innovation and improvement in structural biology
computing.
In the 1950’s and 60’s, as mainframe computers became available at select
institutions, researchers began creating programs to accelerate time and laborintensive steps in structure calculation. Researchers ability to share programs
between groups or institutions, however, was impeded by incompatible computer
architectures; ad hoc software created for ad hoc hardware10. As access to
computing resources spread and computing architectures began to standardize in
the late 1960’s and 70’s, the ability to share and directly compare programs
employing different implementations of underlying computational methods and
algorithms stimulated productive competition amongst structural biology program
developers.
Recognizing the merits of sharing computational tools and methods, software
collaborations formed to foster scientific exchange, prevent unproductive
redundancies and aid discovery and dissemination of structural biology programs.
The first among these was the Collaborative Computing Project 4 (CCP4) created in
197911. The CCP4 software suite is a collection of complementary and competing
programs created by structural biology researchers for various stages of the X-ray
diffraction structure determination process. CCP4 has since grown to incorporate
more than 250 individual programs. Creation of a graphical user interface (GUI)
called CCP4i12 linking many of the programs along with recent efforts to prioritize
validation and automation have made CCP4 programs accessible to a wide range of
users without diminishing utility for expert crystallographers.
The Collaborative Computing Project for NMR (CCPN)13 initiated in 1999 has taken a
similar approach to expanding access and promoting competition and cooperation
among programs for NMR research.
A contrasting example of an X-ray crystallography software collaboration with a
somewhat different design philosophy is the PHENIX software suite14. While
collaborative, and incorporating programs from multiple sources, PHENIX is an
attempt to mitigate some of the drawbacks to all inclusive program collections like
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CCP4. Utilizing consistent programming languages and conventions, the PHENIX
design philosophy is to implement the leading structure determination method at
each step of a closely integrated yet flexible structure determination workflow.
PHENIX’s emphasis on automation of standard structural workflows permits novice
users to more easily process and validate X-ray structure data, while also allowing
efficient inclusion of advanced features and methods.
The merits and drawback of the two approaches to structure determination
software suites, the inclusiveness of CCP4 or the tight integration of PHENIX, is a
matter open for debate and crystallographers commonly utilize both program
suites. Nonetheless, productive competition both within and between software
suites benefits structural biology users and program developers, with advances by
one often spurring progress by the other.
Still another approach to software collaboration is exemplified by the SBGrid
Consortium15. SBGrid is an example of a community-based software collaborative
providing comprehensive support for all types of structural biology computing. The
SBGrid software collection contains CCP4, PHENIX, CCPN, plus 270 other software
suites and individual programs in areas covering X-ray crystallography, NMR, EM,
bioinformatics, cheminformatics, molecular dynamics (MD), structure prediction
and others. In addition to assembling a comprehensive set of structural biology
software, SBGrid supports use of the software by compiling, configuring, installing
and updating the entire collection automatically on computers in member
laboratories without need for end-user action. Thus, members of SBGrid have
convenient and unrestricted access to multiple competing applications for each
aspect of a structural biology workflow, and can easily evaluate and compare
computational tools and methods.
A specific example of the beneficial effects of competition between different
programs implementing the same method can be seen in the evolution of the
molecular replacement (MR) technique in X-ray structure determination.
Solving the “phase problem” has been a difficulty for crystallographers since the
origins of X-ray diffraction. Historically, isomorphous replacement16 by introduction
of heavy atoms into protein crystals was the only means of determining the phase of
diffracted X-rays, and thereby convert diffraction data into real-space 3D protein
structures. Isomorphous replacement or similar anomalous dispersion methods17
remain the preferred means of phasing data from a protein with novel structure.
However, if a model of the protein under investigation can be obtained from either a
close homolog or by predictive protein modeling, MR methods can then back
calculate diffraction patterns and use this information to position the model. If this
step is successful MR then uses the model information to phase the experimental
data. Rossmann’s initial formulations for molecular replacement18 have been
utilized since the early 1960’s to improve experimentally determined phases and for
phase determination. However, it was not until the late 1980’s, coinciding with
improvements in computing power and availability, that molecular replacement
came into widespread use.
The first widely distributed software suite19 for determining protein structure by
MR called MERLOT20 released in the late 1980s was followed soon thereafter by
increasingly capable programs like AMORE21, Molrep22 and others. To date, over a
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dozen different MR programs have been created for X-ray crystallographic structure
solution, each of which take different approaches to implementing the basic method
described by Rossmann23, with the newer programs frequently eclipsing older in
both efficacy and ease of use. MR has also been adapted to make use of the potential
offered by large-scale computing. Wide search molecular replacement (WSMR) uses
massively-parallel computing resources to perform MR of experimental data against
a database of all known protein folds, families and superfamilies24. WSMR holds the
potential to phase structures independent of sequence information or known
structure homology.
The potential to skip the difficult and time-consuming experimental steps of
isomorphous replacement or anomalous dispersion, and rapid improvements in
speed, accuracy and ease of use of MR methods thanks in part to robust competition
between programs, has led to the adoption of MR as a standard structure
determination technique. The current most popular program for MR, Phaser25, has
been incorporated into both CCP4 and the PHENIX program suites.

Standardization promotes competition and access
An oft overlooked but key component to maximizing the benefits of shared
resources, competition and collaboration are the setting of standards to address
recognized community needs. Top down attempts to develop and enforce standards
often fall short or suffer from unintended effects, while individual efforts are
frequently too narrow to achieve widespread acceptance. Conversely, initiatives
based around representative communities of stakeholders have generally proven
more successful.
In addition to offering a suite of NMR software, CCPN has made strides in
establishing common NMR data standards to promote interoperability between
different programs used in the various stages of data collection and processing26.
Perhaps the best-known and most widely utilized computational resource in
structural biology is the worldwide Protein Data Bank (PDB). Today deposition of
structure data to the PDB is a prerequisite for publication27 and the PDB offers free
online access to a searchable database of over 90,000 3D structures of proteins,
nucleic acids and their complexes. Its central role as worldwide repository for
biomacromolecular structures 28 has allowed the PDB to facilitate extensive
standardization in the deposition of structure data, including reporting
requirements for processed and raw experimental data, methods and protocols,
data formatting and other information useful in both validating and reproducing
structure determination and in promoting compatibility and interoperability. The
standard ‘.pdb’ file format for describing the 3D structure and other metadata of
macromolecules is widely used not only in the three main techniques of structural
biology, X-ray crystallography, NMR and EM, but also in fields as diverse as
chemistry, bioinfomatics, molecular dynamics, protein structure prediction and
others. Near-universal adoption of the .pdb file format among molecular
visualization software has also benefitted researchers ability to utilize and compare
multiple applications. Currently, the PDB is coordinating the transition to a more
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modern file format (PDBx/mmCIF) designed to accommodate recent advances in
computing and experimental data collection.
The PDB has also been integral to efforts to develop standard metrics for quality
assessment of structures determined by X-ray diffraction methods. These metrics,
and methods for calculating them, have been incorporated into programs and
software used in structure determination, as well as an additional validation step in
the PDB deposition process.

Scientist-created software and dissemination
An important lesson from the history of structural biology computing is that aiding
and encouraging scientists to create computational tools and techniques is vital to
progress. Nearly all of the computational resources discussed above were created
by structural biologists, for structural biologists, and the most widely used and
influential tools, programs, collaborations and communities were built by practicing
scientists.
Due largely to historical origins steeped in mathematics and physics, structural
biology continues to profit from a greater representation of researchers skilled in
programming than most other biomedical research fields. Policies and practices that
promote programming education among practitioners would seem likely to pay
similar dividends in the development and exploitation of computing resources for
other scientific fields.
Equally important as promoting tool creation is the effective dissemination and
support of computational tools and techniques created by scientists. Programs and
software produced in the course of research are typically described in the primary
scientific literature, where researchers wishing to share their programs often
provide links to laboratory websites for downloading. Discovery of a particular
program is dependent on potential users reading the primary literature, word of
mouth, presentations at scientific conferences, etc. This is generally not an efficient
way to promote the spread and adoption of a given program.
Software collaboratives such as CCP4 provide a much more effective and efficient
means of dissemination software by creating a ‘one stop shop’ for research software.
Precompiling the components of the software collection for various popular
computer operating systems significantly eases the burden on end-users of
compiling and installing each individual program, and coordinating component
programs under a single software license agreement saves end-users and their
institution’s legal counsels time and effort29.
The SBGrid Consortium goes even further in supporting the dissemination and use
of structural biology research computing. In addition to assembling, curating and
precompiling a comprehensive collection of software for all major structural biology
computing techniques, SBGrid also automatically installs and regularly updates the
entire software collection directly on computers in member laboratories via the
internet, without need for user action. In this fashion SBGrid relieves researchers
from the burdens of software self-support, removes impediments to software
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dissemination, lowers barriers and expands access to structural biology computing
resources and promotes program discovery.

Large-scale computing: the enabling impediment
Scientist created programs and computational tools are a primary enabling factor in
structural biology computing, however data and software go hand in hand.
Structural biology was the original ‘big data’ biomedical science, commonly
generating megabytes of data long before magnetic digital storage able to contain it
became practical. Yet as structural biology techniques continue to progress and
generate ever-greater amounts of data, storing, transmitting and processing this
data remains a significant difficulty in structural biology computing.
A typical crystallographic data collection at a regional X-ray synchrotron facility 10
years ago may have generated hundreds of megabytes. Today, a similar experiment
may generate a few tens of gigabytes of raw data. This increase in data generation is
similar in magnitude and rate for many biomolecular NMR experiments. Though not
extreme by today’s ‘big-data’ standards, these datasets can nonetheless pose
difficulties in transport, long-term archival storage and sharing for research groups
engaging in multiple data collections per month. Prototype solutions making use of
internet and national data infrastructure have been demonstrated that provide
efficient and secure transmission of data sets from site to site, long-term, highreliability archiving and data sharing30. However, no standard for large-scale data
handing has yet gained widespread adoption, and ad hoc solutions are the norm.
Though the scale of raw experimental data from X-ray and NMR techniques can
sometimes pose problems, cryoEM is currently the reigning champ of data
generation in structural biology. High-resolution 3D reconstructions of proteins
using cryoEM often require the collection of millions of individual particle images.
Raw cryoEM images are typically produced at the rate of tens of gigabytes per
experiment, per day. Large EM laboratories can easily generate dozens of terabytes
of data per month. Collected data must be available for computational processing to
produce 3D structures. Large-scale, high-reliability storage solutions adopted from
the computing and technology industries exist, but are difficult and expensive to
deploy and maintain, and as such can present a significant barrier to entry.
For some structural biology techniques, Moore’s law decreases in cost and increases
in storage capacity have kept pace or exceed the growth in experimental data
generation. For others, like cryoEM, practical and economical long-term data
solutions are still being sought.
Like the storage and transmission of experimental data, the raw computational
power required to perform many new and emerging structural biology techniques is
equally formidable in scale and demanding in specialized technical knowledge.
A single near-atomic resolution cryoEM particle reconstruction can require tens of
thousands of processor hours to complete9. Performing these calculation on a
desktop computer workstation would require many years. High performance
computing (HPC) clusters, distributed and grid computing approaches are currently
the only feasible way to obtain required computing power. The knowledge and skills
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to effectively implement and exploit these large-scale computing approaches is rare
however, even among computationally proficient structural biologists, thereby
rendering these new computational techniques inaccessible to most would-be users.
One might expect that, as with other structural biology techniques, these new largescale computing techniques will also evolve over time from difficult and restrictive
to accessible and practical, and indeed, this is already beginning to occur.
Science computing portals simplify and expand access to large-scale computing
resources. Concise web-based interfaces mask the complex process of preparing and
distributing user submitted data, launching computations on remote HPC
infrastructures, monitoring, collecting, assembling, analyzing and delivering results.
The WeNMR31 project provides access to large-scale computational resources
necessary for NMR and SAXS data analysis and structural modeling. Similarly,
ROSIE32 facilitates use of various ROSETTA protein structure prediction and design
capabilities. Together with the Open Science Grid (OSG) 33,34, SBGrid maintains
portals for refinement of low-resolution electron density data35 and wide-search
molecular replacement24 accessible to the entire structural biology community.
Science portals expand access to computing resources that might otherwise be out
of reach to most structural biology researchers. It is more than slightly ironic
however, that in this era of expanded access and practice of structural biology
methods and techniques enabled largely by advances in computing, the latest
advances in computational methods present as both chief impediment, and most
likely path, to progress.

Why look to structural biology?
Structural biology is far from the only experimental biomedical research field to
have adopted computational tools and techniques. Genetics routinely generates
larger datasets. Proteomics relies heavily on computing methods to process raw
data into interpretable results. Yet of all the biomedical disciplines to have
embraced computing, structural biology is arguably the most diverse and
heterogeneous. Though its origins and much ongoing research and development lay
in its biophysical roots, structural biology today is comprised of science and
scientists from all domains of biomedicine. Structural biology computing has, from
necessity, adapted to incorporate a broader range and variety or experimental data,
equipment, workflows, research goals, backgrounds and training than other fields.
Experimental techniques commonly employed in structural biology span disciplines
from microbiology to particle physics, and experimental equipment range in size
form benchtop appliances to kilometer-wide synchrotron facilities. Structural
biology computing has likewise developed over time to serve the needs of this
uniquely heterogeneous scientific environment, and adapted to meet the needs of its
diverse practitioners. Because of this, the lessons of structural biology computing
are likely to hold unusual relevance for other diverse areas of experimental
biomedical science as they too increasingly embrace computing.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1.
Comparison of standard historical and modern X-ray crystallography
workflows. Left of hashed line: Typical workflow for protein structure
determination by X-ray diffraction before the widespread availability of
standardized computing resources. Extensive calculations for the data processing
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and experimental phasing steps were performed by hand or ad hoc computer
program (blue box at left). Model building was physical process often performed
with wood or wire and structure refinement was performed by eye. Publication of
early protein structures consisted only of artistic renderings of the protein model,
and often did not including 3D coordinates. Orange represents experimental steps;
green computational steps; striped denotes steps that are both computational and
experimental. Right of hashed line: Standard workflow for modern X-ray diffraction
structure solution. Molecular replacement techniques, when possible, offer the
potential to skip the often difficult and time-consuming experimental phasing step.
Blue box at right displays the stages at which commonly utilized individual
programs (dark grey lines) are employed. Vertical dark grey lines denote programs
useful at multiple stages. Brown lines denote software suites. Submission of 3D
structure data is now a prerequisite to publication.
Programs listed include: HKL-200036, XDS37, Mosflm38, Pointless39, SCALA40,
Scaleit41, Truncate42, Molrep22, Phaser25, MR_Rosetta43, MLPHARE44,
Solve/Resolve45, DM46, Solomon47, Pirate48, CNS49, ARP/wAPR50, Coot51,
Buccaneer52, Refmac53, Arp_waters54, Ramachandran plots55, Molprobity56 and
ADIT57.
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